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CareerBuilder gamifies employee
referrals

3 steps to higher small-group
profits

Working ... but not working at
work

CareerBuilder is rewarding employees

A small business unit, a comprehensive

If your employees can work from

for sharing job openings to their social

upgrade to your small-group block

home, they probably should already

media channels through their new

of business, can help you reduce your

be doing so.

platform, SocialReferral.

workload, improve your service and

https://bit.ly/3aU8dPb

https://bit.ly/2xz1EDb

increase profitability.
https://bit.ly/2w4qhY4
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From the Editor

Work in the era of coronavirus
The world of work has been altered dramatically. How advisers respond to enormous
challenges for clients has never been as crucial.
Like many of you, the team at Employee Benefit Adviser and in fact all of America’s employers have
spent the last few weeks adjusting to a difficult reality. This month’s issue was created with an entirely remote workforce, as writers, editors, designers, the production team, our sales and marketing
staff and other colleagues worked from home and remote locations to bring you the latest analysis
and news driving the benefits industry.
I want to share an update on what the writers and editors have been doing to respond and keep
you informed as the situation unfolds. Our team meets daily to collect information, plan content
and prepare articles on a wide range of scenarios that could impact your businesses. We have
created a dedicated Coronavirus Impact webpage (employeebenefitadviser.com/coronavirus) to
consolidate this content for readers to find it quickly. There you will find strategies for building a
remote workforce, mental health resources, opinions on what advisers need to know, and how technology and AI can be
used to address employees’ concerns.
In our Outlook section, entrepreneur and former banker Alex Konanykhin summarizes the new normal for the workplace
and advisers. “Remote work is no longer a matter of convenience or economic efficiency. It’s literally a matter of life and
death,” says Konanykhin, who is now CEO of TransparentBusiness, a New York-based software firm that advises on off-site
work training and solutions. “We’ve seen monumental changes in the attitudes of business executives toward remote work.”
His company, whose clients include Citigroup, offers software that allows employers and managers to track all workers’
computer activity and manage and collaborate with staff without coming to the office.
As healthcare workers confront the global pandemic, contributing writer Bruce Shutan tackled our cover story by focusing
on the so-called BUCAH plans from Blue Cross, Blue Shield, UnitedHealthcare, Cigna, Aetna and Humana, and how they’re
busy burnishing their value proposition by embracing technology.
One of the latest examples is Cigna’s partnership with technology-focused Oscar. Others include UnitedHealthcare’s UMR
provider engine, which features transparent cost and quality data, and Humana teaming with Microsoft and Accolade. “We
enhance the business of our employers and our members benefit from powerful tools such as price transparency, wellness
and telemedicine,” explains Marvin Hill Jr., Humana’s national public relations manager.
We know this is a worrisome time for you and your colleagues; we are devoted to helping you make smart, informed
decisions.

—Walden Siew, Editor-in-Chief

EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Outlook
“Remote work is no longer
a matter of convenience or
economic efficiency. It’s literally
a matter of life and death,” says
entrepreneur and former banker
Alex Konanykhin, who is now
CEO of TransparentBusiness, a
New York-based software firm
that advises on off-site work
training and solutions.
His company, whose clients
include Citigroup, offers software that allows employers and
managers to track all workers’
computer activity and manage
and collaborate with staff withBLOOMBERG NEWS

out coming to the office.
“We’ve seen monumental
changes in the attitudes of business executives toward remote

Coronavirus as a catalyst:
‘Monumental changes’ ahead
The pandemic sparks a huge shift for many employers
long resistant to WFH policies and flexible arrangements.
By Walden Siew

work in the last few weeks,”
Konanykhin says.

“Remote work is no longer
a matter of convenience
or economic efficiency.
It’s literally a matter of
life and death,” says
Alex Konanykhin, CEO of
TransparentBusiness.
“There is absolutely a renewed interest from financial

Starbucks canceled its in-person shareholder meeting. Google spiked all on-site

its traders and analysts at home.
Yet massive shifts in workplace policies

firms, the largest corporations,
human resources professionals

interviews, and is now conducting job

are just beginning and may mark a huge

and financial brokers,” he says,

interviews via the video platforms Hangouts

shift in work culture, say workplace and HR

noting that two of the world’s

or Bluejeans — joining tech powerhouses

experts tracking the global disease out-

largest banks have reached out

Facebook and Amazon, which announced

break.

to him.

The pandemic forced many employers

“That would be absolutely

long leery of remote work to reverse course,

unthinkable last year,” he says,

Wells Fargo, Lowe’s and Ford Motor were

becoming a catalyst for many industries

noting more interest in remote

among the companies that issued travel

that have been reluctant to adapt flexible

work came from tech firms and

restrictions or outright bans on all non-

work arrangements, ranging from work from

mostly small- to medium-sized

essential travel.

home policies to flex hours for daycare. The

enterprises. “What previously

crisis is spurring employers to reevaluate

was seen as a matter of eco-

— representative of the staid financial

unnecessary commutes, reassess the value

nomic efficiencies and work-

industry resistant to many shifts in work-

of congregating in offices and renewing

life balance is no longer just

place culture — was keeping thousands of

debate about remote work models.

about saving money. For many

similar freezes on face-to-face meetings.
Amid the global coronavirus pandemic,

And the banking giant JPMorgan Chase
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Next-gen strategies for growing
your benefits practice
Workplace Benefits Renaissance connects you with emerging and established
industry leaders to discuss new, disruptive ideas that will fuel growth strategies
for your benefits practice.

Save the date
March 2-4, 2020 | New Orleans, LA

For more information
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Outlook

“We’ve seen monumental
changes in the attitudes of
business executives toward
remote work,” says entrepreneur
Alex Konanykhin, who’s CEO of
TransparentBusiness.

Clients are focused on providing
tactical plans for employers on
travel restrictions and remote
work options, says Jennifer Benz,
a senior vice president at Segal
Benz in San Francisco.

Employers must have essential
protocols in place to protect
employees and avoid
misinformation, says Joe Deng,
an employment law partner at
Baker McKenzie.

people, it’s about survival.”

proper hygiene.

ready to go.”

Buttoned-up financial firms, which

“A lot of companies have been trying

Employers must have essential proto-

have long put a premium on in-person

to promote telemedicine in the last sev-

cols in place to protect employees and

meetings, corporate business attire and

eral years, and you see some who love

avoid misinformation, says Joe Deng,

team collaboration, have implemented

it, but there are big portions of people

an employment law partner at Baker

detailed contingency plans in the wake

who have never tried it or who think it’s

McKenzie.

of the outbreak. In March, JPMorgan

not a viable option,” she adds. “This may

told 10% of its 125,000 employees to

be the opportunity to promote telemed-

work from home.

icine as a good option. ”For a majority

The bank, similar to Bloomberg and

of workers, however, there is no work-

others, also split some of its staff in New

from-home option. Nationwide, about

York and London offices into separate

29% of the U.S. workforce, or about 42

buildings to minimize the impact that

million people, have a type of job that

contagion would have if one of their

could be handled remotely, according to

workers were to get infected, according

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

“A lot of companies have been
trying to promote telemedicine in
the last several years. ... This may
be the opportunity to promote [it]
as a good option.”
“If you don’t have a pandemic policy,
you as an employer will very likely have

“If an organization is able to have

analogous policies that can be used in

people work from home, then obviously

this situation,” Deng says. “When plan-

that’s the no-brainer,” said Scott Ream,

ning for this scenario, you need to ask

chair of the Association of Continu-

what are the objective facts and what

at the employee benefits communica-

ity Professionals. “The ACP recom-

are your options.”

tions firm Segal Benz in San Francisco,

mends that if you are able to execute

“There is now no choice but to have a

says her employer clients are focused

a work-from-home contingency plan

work-from-home plan; not working at all

on providing tactical plans for employ-

you should be, if not invoking it now,

is not sustainable for people,” he says.

ers on travel restrictions, remote work

making sure that all the things that you

—Additional reporting by Alyssa Place and

options and prevention techniques for

will need to be in place to invoke it are

Bloomberg News. EBA

to media reports.

No-brainer
Jennifer Benz, a senior vice president

Walden Siew is editor-in-chief of Employee Benefit Adviser and Employee Benefit News. Follow him on Twitter at @waldensiew.
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Rubino

Financial wellness is next
frontier for providers

your participants.
Identify your unique prescription: A whopping 80%
of employees want financial
planning workshops or financial wellness tools from their

Boosting participant offerings and promoting engagement
could help participants achieve their financial goals.

employers, but only 20% of
employers offer these programs. Providing education
and advice may be a good
place to start, but don’t forget

By Craig Rubino

to take a hard look at products, services, and relationFinancial wellness
benefits aren’t just a

ships with outside vendors.

behind the stress employees feel so keenly.
Not having an emergency fund is the top

Implement wider-ranging

“nice to have” any-

worry cited by millennials and Gen Xers,

options: Identify strategic

more. The skyrocket-

while half of all employees across genera-

updates you can make to your

ing popularity of this

tions live paycheck to paycheck. Employees

existing benefits program.

holistic approach to

clearly see benefits as an answer for at least

From long-term savings help

employee benefits

some of their problems: 37% of millennials

(auto-enrollment or auto-esca-

presents a challenge

said student loan repayment was the perk

lation features) to short-term

— and an opportunity

they most wanted from employers, while

budgeting and debt-planning

30% of Gen Xers and 28% of baby boomers

support (access to professional

most wanted financial wellness benefits with

investment advice and guid-

access to financial counselors.

ance), the key is to understand

— for benefits administrators.
More nuanced than traditional benefits,
financial wellness encompasses employee
mental stress related to all aspects of per-

that your participants want a

Benefits administrators are uniquely

sonal finances, and mandates employers

positioned to put game-changing tools and

diverse array of options. You

to provide support. But rather than simply

options into the hands of their participants,

may also consider adding

adding a new product or vendor to your of-

but it takes careful preparation.

new plan features to address

ferings, ask this: Are you positioned to help

specific employee benefit asks,

Financial wellness is not a one-size-fits-

address the range of participant financial,

all solution. Employee assistance programs,

such as student loan repay-

mental and physical health needs? If not,

student loan repayment and refinancing,

ment or 529 plan contribution

your bottom line may be poised for pain.

529 (education savings) plans, budgeting

matching.

In a 2019 MetLife report, one in three

Educate and engage with

and financial planning support — it’s likely

employees said that personal financial stress

your participants are looking for one or all of

participants: Make sure your

interfered with their job performance, and,

these resources.

participants know about any

overall, employees flagged personal finance
as the main source of stress in their lives.
Employers reported a loss of $250 billion

new benefits, self-teaching

These steps can help you bridge the gap
between your current offerings and partici-

tools, support opportunities, or

pant financial wellness needs:

enrollment options. Deliver an

in 2019 due to employee stress. It’s estimated

Assess needs and wants: To reach your

experience that allows partici-

that financial stress costs roughly 1,922 hours

participants, you first need to figure out what

pants to view these important

and $28,830 in lost weekly productivity in a

they need. Start with gathering data: What

benefits in one place and

company of 10,000 — that’s 99,944 hours

are your participants asking for? What are

receive a more comprehensive

and $1,499,160 a year down the drain.

their primary financial stressors? It may be

picture of their workplace solu-

time for a survey to gauge the mindset of

tions. EBA

The key lies in understanding the needs

Craig Rubino is a vice president at E-Trade Financial Corporate Services.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Lewis

5 ways to find healthcare
solutions in a sea of choices
A sorting mechanism is key when opportunities outnumber
execution resources — and the cost of inaction is significant.

of the expected result, thus
conferring third-party validation. Directly supplied references are a good step, though
they are often curated. Getting
validation from a consulting or
auditing firm, or peer-reviewed
journals, is ideal.

Sm
a

Hav
do

4. The expected ROI is at
least 4:1

By Lee Lewis

A solution regularly achiev-

By Ja

ing a 4:1 return may seem
As a healthcare pur-

because many approaches can succeed,

a high expectation for the

chaser, how do you

from having small impact on a major-cost

industry, but CFOs will tell you

choose between heart

category to large impact within a niche

that business investments in

disease and cancer?

(e.g., reduce orthopedic surgeries by 10% or

almost any area of most com-

High deductibles or

dialysis by 90%). Although many good solu-

panies require a 4:1 ROI, and

narrow networks?

tions don’t quite have a 1% impact, having

that benefits should expect the

Care coordination or

a sorting mechanism to quickly identify top

same from their vendors (e.g.,

second opinion?

solutions is a logical starting place when op-

as new manufacturing equip-

portunities outnumber execution resources,

ment or acquisition of a new

and the cost of inaction is significant.

technology will be expected

Those are a few
of the literally thousands of point solutions
spread out over dozens of health benefits

2. It guarantees a 2:1 ROI

to provide a 4:1 ROI to get ap-

verticals vying for your attention, time, effort

Does the solution guarantee a 2:1 return

proval). By increasing our ROI

Vend

Th

and budget. Evaluating them all is impos-

with 100% of fee at risk? This is a high bar:

expectations, we can reduce

tions

sible. Conducting an RFP for each area is

few solutions will put their fee at risk against

the number of underwhelming

to RF

unrealistic. Prioritizing your problems — let

doubling your money. Fun fact: there is a

solutions.

servi

alone finding solutions — is extremely hard.

very high correlation between solutions that

5. All numbers can be cal-

vend

As a former founder of an innovation lab

do not work and solutions that refuse to put

culated using fifth grade math

Often

at a Fortune 500 consultant, I have grappled
with these dilemmas for years. My clients

fees at risk.
Occasionally, firms will use gimmickry

This one touches on the fi-

vice

nancial gimmickry mentioned

clien

provi

and colleagues expected me to be aware of

to meet this threshold. Outlier exclusions,

above — that ROI figures

everything valuable in the market. Failure

selection bias and regression to the mean

built on theoretical numbers,

could cost my clients millions, and me my

all confound results. Buyers must be cau-

actuarial models, complicated

strate

role. The challenge was determining which

tious to ensure the return is a guarantee of

adjustments and exclusions,

not o

problems mattered most. Through trial and

results earned, not results engineered. Some

behavioral modification and

made

error, an algorithm emerged to sort through

resources, such as the Validation Institute,

loss prevention are too com-

great

the hype to find transformative solutions,

offer free online courses to health benefits

plicated to easily compare

which can conveniently be remembered

purchasers for spotting and avoiding biosta-

and should be deprioritized.

in shorthand. I’ll unpack these concepts in

tistical gimmicks.

This is not to say these options

greater detail:
1. It saves at least 1%
Top solutions should impact total budget
by at least 1% net of fees. It’s inclusive

A

Auth

M

3. It has third-party validation

are bad, simply that among

desir

Good solutions that have been in the

thousands of opportunities,

credi

market awhile will have references confirm-

choose those with simple

of rel

ing claims and sharing credible evidence

calculations. EBA

yours

Lee Lewis is chief strategy officer and general manager, medical solutions, for the Health Transformation Alliance, a healthcare cooperative of selfinsured market leaders.
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Smart strategies to become
a trusted adviser
Having a solid vendor relationship is great, but your firm can
do better. Here’s how.

at

iev-

senior officers take you into
their confidence. They openly
discuss their business issues
and they seek your counsel
before strategic decisions are
framed. They want your input
right from the outset. You are
viewed as their business consultant first and foremost.
So what actions will you

By Jack Kwicien

take to move up the relationship pyramid? You really
need to give this very serious

What role do you play

You feel comfortable with your relation-

you

with your clients? How

ship with key decision makers at the client,

thought since it will drive

in

would you define it?

and you hope they value your services. You

everything about your busi-

om-

More important, how

are involved in certain tactical decisions.

ness and your future financial

nd

would your clients de-

Your client may involve you directly in the

security.

t the

fine it? Having difficul-

process of evaluating new product or service

e.g.,

ty getting your arms

offerings. In fact, you may actually assist

past results, think about the

uip-

around this? These

them with the selection of new products and

clients that you have lost

ew

ideas could help.

the carriers or vendors to be utilized.

or the RFP’s you were not

ap-

Vendor

ROI

The most basic form of a business rela-

ce

tionship is that of a vendor. Vendors respond

ming

successful in winning. What

You may be part of the process for a

ed

period of time. You are viewed as a depend-

could have been done dif-

able resources, and you are rewarded with a

ferently? It may have noth-

significant portion of the client’s business.

ing to do with your technical
knowledge. Instead, it may

to RFP’s. They provide quotes, respond to
service requests and take orders. Invariably,

When contemplating your

Problem solver

have had everything to do

al-

vendors believe they provide great service.

Further up the pyramid of relationship

with the type of relationships

math

Often they feel that providing superior ser-

categories is that of problem solver or coun-

that you had and the client’s

e fi-

vice is their key differentiator. But from the

selor. Your relationship with a client is deeper

perception of your value to

client’s perspective, vendors are expected to

and more permanent. Your client is likely

their business.

provide great service.

to involve you in some strategic issues. You

ned

Focus on understanding

have pertinent knowledge about your client’s

your client’s business issues

ated

strategic; it’s tactical. As a vendor, you are

business issues and perhaps you understand

first, and the appropriate

ns,

not on the inside as decisions are being

current industry trends, key drivers, and their

benefits solutions will logically

nd

made. Having a solid vendor relationship is

human capital management challenges they.

follow. Consider developing

m-

great. But is this the best your firm can do?

ers,

A vendor relationship is reactive. It is not

e

d.

tions

ng

s,

self-

Authoritative source
Moving up the pyramid, the next most

In this type of relationship, you are always

each client. Seek to instill this

strategic perspective and you are proactive

approach in your firm’s cul-

in bringing them new strategies.

ture. Evolve your interaction to
become much more consulta-

desirable form of relationship is that of a
credible or authoritative source. In this type
of relationship, you have already proved
yourself to be a very reliable vendor.

strategic benefits plans for

thinking about your client’s business from a

Trusted adviser
At the top of the relationship pyramid
is the role of trusted adviser. Your client’s

tive. And, by all means, focus
your energies on becoming a
trusted adviser. EBA

Jack Kwicien, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a managing partner at Daymark Advisors, a Baltimore consultancy.
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“The more layers there
are between the patient
and physician, the more
complicated it becomes,”
says Craig Lack, a
best-selling author who
Forbes once described
as “the healthcare
broker whisperer.”
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Tech partnerships
give traditional
insurance a new look
As traditional health insurers deepen their digital
footprint, debate still rages on whether employers
should fully insure or self-insure benefits.
By Bruce Shutan

S

o-called BUCAH plans from

the core of how Humana does business, according

Healthcare, Cigna, Aetna and

to a company spokesman. “As we study insights and

Humana have been maligned

bring together our service model with innovative

by independent producers who

tech partners, the results yield personalized service

loathe the status quo and the

for employers based on the specific healthcare and

public at large, but they’re busy

benefits needs of their entire employee and fam-

burnishing their value proposi-

ily populations,” explains Marvin Hill Jr., Humana’s

tion by embracing technology.

national public relations manager. “We enhance the

One of the latest examples is Cigna’s partnership

business of our employers and our members benefit

with technology-focused Oscar whose tech platform

from powerful tools such as price transparency, well-

will help draw more small and midsize customers.

ness and telemedicine.”

Others include UnitedHealthcare’s UMR provider

Regional and Blues plans have taken the plunge

engine, which features transparent cost and quality

as well. Minnesota-based PreferredOne now offers

data, and Humana teaming with Microsoft and Ac-

an interactive digital tool that can provide members

colade, as well as launching a new digital health and

with evidence-based cognitive behavioral therapy.

analytics unit to improve member experiences and

Blue Shield of California also has tapped Accolade’s

health outcomes.

personalized member engagement experience for
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self-funded employer customers to help

much

strike a better balance between tech-

ing c

nology and human expertise.

expe

Blue Cross and Blue Shield compa-

years

nies are searched for new ways to har-

“If

ness technology to improve the member

docu

experience, according to Jennifer Atkins,

come

vice president, network solutions for the

piece

Blue Cross Blue Shield Association. She

case

notes that more than $575 million has
been earmarked to help local startups
drive innovation across several industry
sectors such as health IT and interoperability. One example is an investment in
Payfone, a mobile and digital identity
authentication solutions provider whose

secon

BUCAHs are identifying
opportunities to invest in
new technologies to spur
innovation, says Andrew
Batman, vice president of
payer/provider research
at KLAS.

W

scale

targe
why

a me

on no

technology reinforces an ongoing com-

admi

mitment to ensuring members benefit

“T

from leading security solutions and

the p

protections.

comp

Could these initiatives and part-

Craig

nerships be turning the tide on how

Forbe

BUCAHs are perceived?

care

In a recent commentary, Kaiser Fam-

plans

ily Foundation CEO Drew Altman noted

indus

that the average family premium for

dent brokers or advisers as trusted foot

revealed. However, her overall assess-

will t

fully insured firms last year was actu-

soldiers in this battle.

ment is far more even-handed.

they

ally less than larger self-insured firms

They want nothing short of a revolu-

Many healthcare tech startups have

W

($20,627 vs. $20,739). What’s surprising

tion, and their scathing critique is that

been purchased by BUCAHs, allowing

for 76

is that “self-insured firms would seem to

fully insured BUCAHs are stingy about

them “to be super innovative, cutting

ance

have an advantage because they cut

sharing member data, hiding behind the

edge and seen as taking risks to better

says

out the middleman,” he argued.

claim that it involves proprietary infor-

serve their health population,” she ob-

techn

But that’s not to suggest BUCAHs

mation. Another knock on these plans is

serves. Driving forces include improving

BUCA

are necessarily doing a better job. The

that they simply line the pockets of their

member experience and innovation, as

be in

bottom line is that both funding mecha-

shareholders and broker partners seek-

well as protecting patient information.

demo

nisms have failed to control healthcare

ing easy commissions at the expense of

Indeed, BUCAHs are identifying op-

their

costs, he hastened to add.

their clients and patient care.

portunities to invest in new technologies

posit

that move the needle on innovation and

Bu

The issue is such a lightning rod that

Fully insure or self-insure?

several large benefit brokerages or

sustain their growth while also improv-

years

The age-old debate about whether to

advisory firms, many of which recom-

ing patient outcomes, says Andrew

like h

fully insure or self-fund health ben-

mend BUCAH plans on behalf of their

Batman, vice president of payer/pro-

polita

efit plans has been raging across the

employer clients, declined to comment.

vider research at KLAS, an independent

appe

brokerage and advisory landscape for

A self-funded product specialist with a

research firm specializing in healthcare

of eig

years. It has become heated at times

regional Blues plan believes brokers who

technology.

mile

with Nelson Griswold’s NextGen Benefits

“want the most amount of gain with the

Mastermind group of elite producers

least amount of work” will place business

and providers increasingly use portals

Harn

and Dave Chase’s Health Rosetta call-

with a BUCAH. “Carriers have more turn-

to streamline ease of access, billing and

As so

ing out peers who recommend BUCAHs

key kind of solutions,” she said, speaking

scheduling for patients who are used

third

to their clients and enlisting indepen-

on the condition that her identity not be

to technology making their daily lives

sides

For example, insurance companies

Emplo
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much easier. Another area is automat-

product specialist doesn’t think TPAs

between payers and providers inevitably

ing claims, with artificial intelligence

can compete with BUCAHs from a

harms patient care, he cautions, but

expected to expedite approvals in the

capital investment perspective. That

there’s an intriguing trend afoot that

years ahead.

financial firepower no doubt will shape

may resolve this issue along the way to

future investments in tech.

helping employers improve outcomes

“If there’s an error in coding of some
documents and processes, that be-

For example, she believes it’s only a

and lower costs.
Batman noted the emergence of

comes a challenge, and I think the AI

matter of time before telematics, which

piece eliminates that in 5% to 7% of

auto insurers use to monitor driving

“payviders,” which as the name sug-

cases that have to be looked at in a

patterns, will be applied to healthcare

gests, involves a collaboration of health-

second run,” he observes.

in the form of wearable technologies

care payers and providers to achieve

that impact not just a BUCAH member’s

joint goals, referencing SelectHealth and

scale to healthcare, they’ve also been

risk score in setting monthly premiums,

Intermountain Healthcare as examples

targeted for wasteful spending, which is

but also identify health risks before they

of this hybrid model in his home state

why the Affordable Care Act imposed

turn into serious incidents.

of Utah. “They can really control cost

While BUCAHs bring economies of

a medical loss ratio that caps spending

The way payers and providers

and understand real time by using really

on nonmedical-related areas such as

interact also will shape the successes

good tools to understand their viability

administration and marketing.

and failures of BUCAH plans. Batman

long term,” he says.

“The more layers there are between

acknowledges provider frustration with

The ultimate aim of these organiza-

the patient and physician, the more

insurance carriers in terms of follow-

tions in sharing resources is to help

complicated it becomes,” points out

ing correct billing procedures, medical

transition from a fee-for-service to

Craig Lack, a best-selling author who

coding and clinical approval protocols

value-based care model, according to

Forbes once described as “the health-

to maximize their offerings but also

Batman, who doesn’t see that happen-

care broker whisperer.” Since BUCAH

mitigate risk. A continued lack of trust

ing for at least another decade. EBA

plans operate in a nearly $4 trillion
industry, he suggests that “institutions

s-

will try to preserve the problem to which
they are the solution.”

ave

With millennials expected to account

ng

for 76% of the commercial health insur-

g

ance marketplace market by 2025, Lack

ter

says the need to continue embracing

b-

technology is crystal clear. The sooner

ving

BUCAHs can position themselves to

, as

be in alignment with the next massive

on.

demographic that’s going to be using

op-

their delivery system, he says the better

ogies

positioned they’re going to be.

and

ov-

But what good is the technology five
years from now, he explains, if someone

“Institutions will try to
preserve the problem
to which they are the
solution,” says author
Craig Lack.

like himself who lives in a major metro-

-

dent

are

politan area still doesn’t know what an
appendectomy is going to cost from one
of eight different choices within a fivemile radius of home?

es

als

Harnessing tech for future growth

and

As someone who has been on both the

d

third-party administrator and carrier

es

sides of the business, the Blues plan
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After the Secure Act, what’s next on
retirement legislation?

Th

uphil

to a g

woul

too m

Industry insiders see momentum building for more retirement legislation that could
upend the benefits world.

a ret

ploye

most

mone

By Kenneth Corbin

even
with

Now that the first federal retirement bill

long period of inaction in Congress on

government and political affairs officer

woul

in more than a decade has become law,

the retirement front, dating back to the

at the Insured Retirement Institute, told

uting

industry insiders are hoping that mo-

2006 passage of the Pension Protection

reporters on a conference call.

mentum will carry over into new efforts

Act.

to boost retirement savings and expand
the benefits universe.
Opinions vary on the significance of
the Secure Act, which Congress approved in December, enacting numerous

“’M

The IRI lobbied for the Secure Act,

ingto

and has several other retirement bills

pant

reaching age 65 each day, industry

that it is championing at the top of its

the a

groups are hoping that the next legisla-

policy agenda.

some

And with roughly 10,000 Americans

tive action will come sooner.
“We don’t have the luxury to wait

Many of those proposals would bring

Partn

Retir

provisions concerning annuities, new

another 14 years before Congress con-

world, such as the legislation that would

benefits and pooled plans. Some argue

siders another comprehensive package

require all but the smallest employers to

that it is more incremental than revolu-

of legislation to strengthen Americans’

offer some kind of retirement plan.

tionary, but it nonetheless came after a

retirement security,” Paul Richman, chief

Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse (D-R.I.)

Au

Th

Emplo
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Cerity Partners’ Paul Sommerstad says
the ability to opt out of certain plans is
important.

“We don’t have the luxury to wait
another 14 years,” says Paul Richman,
political affairs officer at the Insured
Retirement Institute.

“Although these state-run retirement
plans are well-intentioned, they
are misguided,” says the IRI’s Jason
Berkowitz.

has authored one such measure, which

with access to a retirement plan through

controversial. Still, Brent Weiss, a CFP

would require businesses with more than

their employer are 15 times more likely

and the chief evangelist at Facet

10 employees to sponsor an IRA with

to save for retirement. However, more

Wealth in Baltimore, probably speaks

contributions made via payroll deduc-

than 40% of full-time employees who

for many when he raises doubts about

tion.

work at small and midsized firms don’t

how a bill like Whitehouse’s would be

have an employer-sponsored plan, ac-

implemented. “I can’t say I wouldn’t be

uphill climb, given that it would amount

cording to research by the Pew Chari-

behind some kind of mandate to make

to a government mandate, though it

table Trusts.

retirement plans universally acces-

That type of proposal might face an

would address the growing concern that
too many workers don’t have access to
a retirement plan through their employer, which is generally viewed as the
most effective vehicle for people to put
money away for retirement. Then, too,
even if the plans were directed to launch
with automatic enrollment, employees

“ ‘Mandate’ is a scary word in
Washington, but making sure
that participants in these plans
would always have the ability to
opt out, I do think there is some
traction there for that,” says Paul
Sommerstad, a partner with the
Cerity Partners.

sible,” Weiss says. “The challenge is ... I
struggle to believe that the federal government would be the best organization
to oversee it and monitor it.”
Weiss envisions some form of publicprivate partnership that would lean
more heavily on the business community to set up an organizational structure
to oversee a retirement-plan mandate.

cer

would have the chance to stop contrib-

old

uting at any time.

programs are an effective strategy for

the shortfall of workplace-sponsored

t,

ington, but making sure that partici-

building a nest egg, yet tens of millions

retirement plans cannot be viewed with-

ls

pants in these plans would always have

of Americans don’t have that option

out considering developments in several

its

the ability to opt out, I do think there is

through their job,” Whitehouse says in a

states, which have been moving to set

some traction there for that,” says Paul

statement. “This bill would make it eas-

their own mandates requiring most busi-

Sommerstad, a partner with the Cerity

ier for employees to save for retirement

nesses to offer a plan. The OregonSaves

Partners, where he helps lead the firm’s

in a simple fashion without overburden-

program was the first to take effect. Its

Retirement Services Group.

ing employers.”

provisions are typical of the model that

ring

ould

“’Mandate’ is a scary word in Wash-

“We know that automatic savings

As a policy goal, expanding access

rs to

The interest in a federal response to

many other states are pursuing, which

Automatic savings

to retirement plans and encouraging

requires most employers to set up a

The AARP has asserted that workers

workers to save more is not especially

qualified private retirement plan or to

EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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offer a state-run retirement plan.
Industry groups such as the IRI and
the National Association of Insurance
and Financial Advisers have been

other novel approaches to boost retire-

of student loan benefit, and some, such

ment savings and reshape the benefits

as the healthcare-technology company

landscape.

Abbott, have secured authorizations to

One involves legislation that would

pair retirement contributions with employees’ student loan repayments.

arguing against those proposals on the

authorize employers to make matching

grounds that they could put the state

contributions to employees’ 401(k) that

in competition with private retirement

would be calibrated to the payments

move ahead regardless of clarity from

plans. Instead, they argue that state-

the employees make to their student

Washington with different programs to

houses should focus their efforts on

loan debt. The rationale for that pro-

help their current population of employ-

encouraging more small businesses

posal is simply that many students — or

ers and potentially future hires,” Som-

to roll out private plans on their own

their parents — face such a massive

merstad says. “Others are wanting to do

through various incentives and deregu-

debt burden from school expenses that

it, but are waiting for guidance because

latory efforts.

they are unable to contribute to their

they would feel more comfortable with

retirement savings.

a thumbs-up — for lack of a better word

“One of the biggest issues younger

Behind the eight ball
“A number of states are rightfully con-

generations in particular face is this

cerned about the millions of Americans

crippling student loan debt that keeps

who are not benefiting from workplace

them behind the eight ball,” Weiss says,

retirement plans, but we believe the

who calls proposals to couple retirement

solution lies in the robust private-sector

matching with student loan payments “a

marketplace rather than newly created

win across the board.”

state-run plans,” says Jason Berkowitz,

“When I think about what employee

IRI’s chief legal and regulatory affairs

benefits really do for an employer, num-

officer. “Although these state-run retire-

ber one, it’s talent recruitment,” he says.

ment plans are well-intentioned, they

“If you start to provide more compre-

are misguided and threaten the vibrant

hensive financial solutions, not only do

private-sector retirement savings mar-

you help those individuals but you can

ket.”

retain top talent.”

tirement plan, back on Capitol Hill they
are encouraging lawmakers to pursue

— from Washington.”

“A number of states are rightfully
concerned about the millions of
Americans who are not benefiting
from workplace retirement plans,
but we believe the solution lies
in the robust private-sector
marketplace rather than newly
created state-run plans,” says
Jason Berkowitz, IRI’s chief legal
and regulatory affairs officer.
Some in the industry are also asking
for some technical fixes for various provisions of the Secure Act, such as an as-

While the IRI and allied organizations
will be working to defeat state-level re-

“We are seeing more employers just

Future hires

surance that nonprofits, public schools

Sommerstad has seen employers

and religious institutions are eligible to

growing interested in offering some type

join the pooled employer plans that the
bill authorized.
The IRI is also asking Congress to

Retirement goals employees say they want help
reaching

clarify that a tax credit for small busi-

50%

plan or a pooled employer plan would

nesses that join a multiple employer
take effect immediately.

40%

“I think there’s a great way to provide

30%

some kind of financial wellness and

20%

financial coaching to employees that
can go a lot further than saying, ‘Hey

10%

we’re going to give you a tax benefit,’”

0%
Calculating how much
money is needed
in retirement

Determining at
what age they can
afford to retire

Source: Schwab Retirement Plan Services

Figuring out what their
expenses will be in
retirement

Anticipating
tax expenses
in retirement

Weiss says. “Employers that have educated, engaged and financially healthy
employees — those employees are more
engaged and more productive.” EBA

Kenneth Corbin is an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer in Boston and Washington. Follow him on Twitter at @kecorb.
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#WBR2020
WORKPLACE BENEFITS RENAISSANCE CONFERENCE

we have to think about the five generations in the workforce, and how each of
them accesses and consumes healthcare is different.”
Building a health plan or benefit offering for such a diverse workforce can
be a big challenge, but using technology
to communicate and engage employees
can help.
Gen Z does not distinguish or differentiate between a physical interaction
and a digital interaction, which means
that for them, being present in a digital
or physical space is one in the same,
ADOBE STOCK

said Lisa Talcott, sales executive for employee benefits at Assured Partners.
“That generation grew up with tablets
in their hands in grade school, whereas

Changing benefits to fit
the multigen workforce

I didn’t grow up with computers until

Benefits advisers need to look beyond healthcare,
traditional benefits to account for mental health, stress.

has changed the way HR operates, and

By Evelina Nedlund

around tech solutions, said Zain Hasan,

maybe high school,” she said.
What you grow up with creates a
comfort level, which determines what
you’re open to adapting to, Talcott said.
Even though the digital revolution
how benefits are communicated, the future of advising shouldn’t solely revolve
managing director at Risk Strategies Co.
“There’s something I call the rise of

Benefit advisers must address the five

said Francisco Oller Garcia, digital

emotional intelligence, and I think that’s

generations that now make up the U.S.

operations and marketing specialist at

what’s going to stand in the difference

workforce by moving beyond traditional

BeniComp Health Solutions.

of whether or not someone can succeed
in the future of advisers in general,”

healthcare and other benefit strategies

He noted that for healthcare plan-

to meet changing expectations, experts

ning, access to care and better informa-

Hasan said. “Because it’s the things that

said on Tuesday.

tion are key considerations for employ-

you can’t necessarily learn. We hear

ers and clients to communicate as they

about the concept of automation and

look for better strategies.

AI, and we’re being able to augment a

As the age gap in today’s workforce
is getting increasingly wide, employers
need to appeal to multiple generations,

“In everything we do, we have to

lot of roles. But you can’t augment emotional intelligence.”

ranging from Gen Z to baby boomers.

find what the element that people care

New solutions may involve having an

about is,” Oller Garcia said, speaking at

individualized communication strategy;

a panel of Rising Stars in benefits advis-

personal experiences have given him an

asking employees about their preferred

ing, during the 2020 Workplace Benefits

insight that “people have much larger

communication style is one key way

Renaissance conference. “So when it

health problems that go beyond the

to ease multigenerational differences,

comes to the power of personalization,

physical.” EBA

Oller Garcia also noted that his

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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#WBR2020
ment and Benefits Partners.
Clients should be offering technology within a benefits framework, Braun
explained. It ties into every element of
an effective benefit strategy and allows
employees control over how they utilize
their company’s offerings.
“Use technology as a marketplace:
allow employees to select their choices
and move their dollars,” Braun said.
According to a report by the Harvard
Business Review Analytic Services, 51%
of employers said outdated technology
hampers their ability to attract talent to
ADOBE STOCK

GETTY IMAGES

their business.

Technology can bridge
the generational gap

Em
fa

An effective benefits strategy should use tech to
communicate and offer options for all employees.

Adv
pro

By Alyssa Place
Benefit advisers should be using tech-

of the workplace by 2025. Communicat-

nology when balancing the demands

ing effectively with this generation and

of a multi-generational workplace, said

others requires advisers to consider the

Perry Braun, executive director of Ben-

needs and priorities of all.

efit Advisors Network.
“2020 is just another year of chaos,”

“Think about how [different generations] learn and process information

“2020 is just another year
of chaos,” said Perry Braun,
executive director of Benefit
Advisors Network. “If you want
to be in the employee benefits
space and advise employees, you
should be packaging technology
within the benefits framework.”
But addressing the needs of all

By A

Advis
able

aroun

bene

want

value

he said at the 2020 Workplace Benefits

and build a communications practice to

employees and allowing them to adapt

Renaissance conference in New Orleans.

reach them,” Braun said.

their benefits will keep a company

plan

competitive in attracting and retaining

immi

top talent.

we w

“If you want to be in the employee ben-

Technology is critical to providing this

“T

efits space and advise employees, you

open communication between adviser

should be packaging technology within

and client. “Technology can be used to

“There are more jobs open than

Galla

the benefits framework.”

create a strategic dashboard that can

people to fill them, so clients want to

agen

help businesses monitor the objectives

know what policies you can facilitate

said

generations of workers. According to

that support their benefits,” said Mark

that will attract and retain your employ-

place

Deloitte, millennials will make up 75%

Skinner, president and CEO of Retire-

ees,” Braun said. EBA

in Ma

Benefit advisers are working with five

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.

Aman
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crisis, offer end of life security and save

l-

employees and their families on the cost

aun

of legal services.
“There is no one who is exempt from

of

ows

an unexpected medical diagnosis, a

ilize

critical accident or a health crisis,” said
Michael Gallagher, a senior adviser and

e:

agent with Physicians Mutual Insurance

ces

Company.

vard

some kind of plan or a living will in

1%

place, Gallagher said. While the value

ogy

of an advanced care planning program

nt to

extends to all five generations in the

t
s
you
ogy
.”

apt

ing

Only one in five employees have

ADOBE STOCK

workforce, millennial and Gen Z employees may need greater education on the
subject than their older colleagues.
Gallagher uses what he calls the

Employees increasingly
face caregiving duties

longevity health plan, which focuses on

Advanced care planning is an opportunity for advisers to
provide a valuable benefit to employers.

an accident there is a plan in place that

planning for acute and extended care
needs. “You can now bring an added
value service to that organization and
talk to them about creating a program
so that in the event of a health crisis or
employees can fall back on,” he said.
The sandwich generation — those
caring for children and older fam-

By Amanda Schiavo

ily members — make up 60% of the
workforce, according to research by

Advisers should prepare for uncomfort-

we think about ahead of time so that

MetLife and Pew Research Center.

able conversations with their clients

burden is lessened on our families?”

These employees are looking for unique

around caretaking and advanced care

Paid time off for caregiving respon-

benefits that can help them manage the

benefits and end-of-life planning if they

sibilities are an in demand benefit, as

various stressors in their lives, said Alexis

want to ensure those benefits bring

70% of working Americans are bur-

Jacobs, a partner relations coordinator

value to their employees.

dened with caregiving responsibilities.

with Aging with Dignity, a national non-

Levi Strauss, CenturyLink and Sun Life

profit organization.

“The goal is to have an overarching
plan in place for when any of us are in
imminent danger of dying and what

all offer this benefit.
But employers are not doing enough

Jacobs’ organization also created
the Five Wishes at work program: an

we want that plan to look like,” Stacy

to prepare workers for the prospect of

employee health incentive program

Gallagher, an RN clinical consultant and

becoming caretakers or creating that

that helps workers create a plan of care

o

agent with Physicians Mutual Insurance,

end of life plan, Gallagher and her

for both themselves and their families,

e

said at Employee Benefit Adviser’s Work-

peers on the panel said. Advanced care

while also providing all of the materials

ploy-

place Benefits Renaissance conference

planning is a way to assist employees

needed by the employer to successfully

in March. “What kind of decisions can

in preparing for an unexpected health

implement the program. EBA

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Lifestyle benefits are the
industry’s future
Voluntary benefits set employers apart in the war for
talent; how do brokers choose which ones to offer?

efits,’” said Merideth Harrington, a panelist and chief revenue officer of Zeamo,
a health and fitness benefit provider.
Around 60% of employees say benefit offerings are a significant factor in
their decision on whether or not to take
a new job, according to a Glassdoor
survey. The panelists said benefits will
become more innovative as younger

By Kayla Webster

generations, like millennials and Gen Z,
become a bigger part of the workplace.
“Baby boomers are used to sticking

Advisers who don’t direct clients to ben-

benefits are becoming just as standard

efits that can greatly improve employ-

as medical, dental and vision benefits,

with a job for 10 to 20 years, millennials

ees’ quality of life are missing the mark.

the experts said.

are not — that shows they’re willing to

“People are becoming more vocal dur-

take risks and chances,” said Anthony

panel discussion at the Workplace Ben-

ing the onboarding process and coming

Lombardi, senior managing consultant

efits Renaissance conference. Lifestyle

in saying ‘tell me more about your ben-

at Healthcare, Wellness & Benefits. EBA

That was the key takeaway during a

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

VOLUNTARY BENEFIT

Add value to your
portfolio—without
adding costs
Why offer Nationwide pet insurance?
• It’s one of the fastest-growing and most-used voluntary benefits
• Increases the value of your overall portfolio offerings
• Enhances clients’ benefits packages without adding any cost
• Helps clients increase employee attraction, engagement and retention

800-874-0704 • petinsurance.com/eba
Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Company. ©2018 Nationwide. 18GRP5592
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Re:Invent | Retirement
rowers report that they are putting off
maximizing their retirement savings,
saying they expect to begin or increase
their contributions once their student
loans are paid off, according to a TIAAMIT AgeLab study. Among those who
are not saving for retirement, 26% point
to the need to pay off student loan debt
as the reason.
To be eligible, employees must be
participating in VRI’s 401(k) program,
which the company matches up to 4%.
Once an employee contributes to their
401(k), VRI will match the contribution
ADOBE STOCK

and also pay $50 toward the employee’s
student debt each month.
More than 10% of VRI employees
have registered with Tuition.io and con-

Healthcare firm offers
student loan help

nected their student loan accounts for

The financial burden of student loans is a big reason
employees don’t use 401(k) programs, Tuition.io CEO says.

exciting to feel like I am planning for my

receipt of the monthly benefit, Anderson
says.
“I am cutting two years off of my
loans with this benefit,” says Amber
Long, VRI workforce manager. “It’s
future.”
Student loan debt has ballooned to
over $1.6 trillion in the U.S., according to

By Amanda Schiavo

the Federal Reserve. About 8% of employers offer their staff a student debt

VRI, a hospital and healthcare patient

their employer offer monthly contribu-

payment benefit, according to SHRM.

monitoring technology provider, has

tions to their student loans over 401(k)

Though still low, that figure has doubled

teamed up with Tuition.io to offer its 300

benefits.

since 2018.

employees a student loan repayment

“Many of our team members have

“The financial burden of student

invested in themselves through fur-

loans is a major reason fewer employees

ther education, but the burden of that

are taking advantage of 401(k) pro-

ees can pay down their college loans

student loan debt has prevented them

grams despite a majority of companies

while also saving for retirement. Some

from preparing for retirement,” says VRI

offering the benefit,” says Scott Thomp-

employees may feel they need to put

CEO Jason Anderson. “VRI’s decision to

son, CEO of Tuition.io, noting that nearly

off their retirement savings in order to

expand our benefits package to include

20% of Americans carry student debt.

get a handle on this debt, not realizing

student loan repayment is rooted in

“VRI understands today’s workers are

how much of a detriment that is to their

both the feedback from our team mem-

no longer looking for simple retirement

future financial security.

bers and our desire to set them up for

benefits because financial obligations

success now and through retirement.”

such as student loan debt take immedi-

benefit.
The program is set up so employ-

Indeed, 75% of respondents to an
IonTuition survey said they would rather

A further 73% of student loan bor-

ate precedent.” EBA

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Re:Invent | Retirement
For a fee, employees or members
who participate can also choose to enroll in a formal debt management plan,
which is designed to pay off outstanding balances in less than five years.
“This fits into the broader trend
related to employers’ overall focus on
employee wellness,” Jain says.
More employers have begun to realize that their employees are greatly
concerned about their financial futures
and are offering tailored benefits to
meet those needs.

traditional retirement guidance.
Employers including SaverLife, Bank
of America, and CommonBond have

Prudential expands
financial wellness
About 78% of employees with high stress over money
issues say it is a distraction at work.
By Amanda Schiavo

also expanded their benefits to help
workers relieve the financial burdens in
their lives.

“This fits into the broader trend
related to employers’ overall
focus on employee wellness,”
Jain says. “This [program] is an
important step in bringing to
light the importance of financial
wellness in the workplace.”

ADOBE STOCK

BLOOMBERG NEWS

Indeed, 36% of employers offer
employees financial advice beyond the

B
w

“We
hav

By A

Prudential is incorporating this new
Prudential is helping employees take on

Managing debt can have a significant

benefit into their already expanded cur-

Bank

household debt through a partnership

impact on an employee’s health and job

rent financial wellness offerings, which

clien

with the nonprofit GreenPath Financial

performance.

include solutions designed to help indi-

empl

viduals plan for unexpected expenses

finan

Wellness, offering debt management
tools and access to debt professionals.
“Our intention with this program is to

According to data from Morgan
Stanley, 78% of employees with high
financial stress say it is a distraction at

and reducing student loan debt.

Th

“This [program] is an important step

offer

help people holistically and get at the

work. Half of employees say they spend

in bringing to light the importance of

spon

root cause issues that prevent individu-

more than they earn each month and

financial wellness in the workplace,”

healt

als from being financially well,” says

37% of workers say they have more

Jain says.

rate

Vishal Jain, head of financial wellness

debt than they can manage.

“We talk a lot about the importance

optio

of helping people save more for retire-

with

able to offer workers a free session with

ment or helping people use their work-

and d

lion in the fourth quarter of 2019, from

a certified financial counselor to estab-

place benefits to the best degree. This

$13.54 trillion in the third quarter of

lish goals and explore debt repayment

is a capability that gives us another

finan

2018, according to the Federal Reserve.

options.

tool to get there.” EBA

Ulian

strategy and development at Prudential.
Household debt grew to $14.15 tril-

Prudential’s employer clients will be

“T

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Re:Invent | Retirement
example being student loan debt.

en-

Still, more employers offer retire-

lan,

ment advice to their workers than any
other kind. Indeed, 57% of employers

nd-

offer their employees retirement advice,
according to the Society for Human
Resource Management. However, only

on

36% offer financial advice beyond
retirement planning. This is where a

eal-

holistic and comprehensive financial
wellness benefit can make a difference

ures

to an employee dealing with financial
stress.
Stress in one aspect of an employee’s

ank

e

p

s in

d

n

ial

life can trickle out into other areas,

ADOBE STOCK

the

causing them to become distracted, less
productive, and can even impact their
health. Indeed, 56% of employees are

Bank of America’s new
wellness platform

stressed when it comes to their financial

“We believe every single employee of a company should
have access to advice,” Bank of America says.

the statement: The financial benefits

situation, according to Bank of America
data. Of these employees, 53% say
the stress interferes with their ability to
focus and be productive at work. Eightythree percent of employees agree with
offered by my employer are critical to
my financial security.
“Anytime that we can learn and un-

By Amanda Schiavo

derstand nuances with what individuals
are going through it better positions us

ew
cur-

Bank of America is offering its employer

at Bank of America. “We believe every

to be in a place to provide that support,”

ch

clients new workplace benefits for their

single employee of a company should

says Lorna Sabbia, head of retirement

ndi-

employees to meet their long-term

have access to advice.”

and personal wealth solutions at Bank

es

financial needs.

Financial education is a key compo-

of America.
The benefit is meant to give employ-

The bank’s Financial Life Benefits

nent to the employee experience. With

step

offering includes traditional employer-

a mix of generations in the workplace

ees a complete overview of their finan-

of

sponsored financial tools like 401(k) and

more employers are getting a better

cial lives through a single digital plat-

”

healthcare savings, but adds a corpo-

understanding of the unique financial

form. Employees at large and mid-size

rate employee banking and investment

needs of their workers. While a baby

companies will have access to financial

nce

options designed to help an employee

boomer may be more focused on their

education and personalized wealth

ire-

with better financial advice, education

upcoming retirement, millennials and

management through Merrill Lynch ad-

ork-

and digital tools.

Gen Z may find that scenario too far

visers. There are options for onsite group

into the future to think about, and

workshops, one-on-one consultations

financial life in silos,” says Stephen

would rather employers offer benefits

and access to local financial centers to

Ulian, head of institutional distribution

to address their present concerns, one

meet with Merrill advisers. EBA

This

r

“The employee doesn’t look at their

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Strategies
nan purchased Jardine Lloyd

clien

Thompson for $5.6 billion.

time

GETTY

“When you combine the two

“For t

going to be very exciting to see

tive a

what they can do, especially

botto

since they appear to be really

same

focusing on innovation,” says

that’

Judith Wethall, an employee

abou

benefits focused lawyer with

but w

McDermott Will & Emery.

Th

Insurance deal makers

Wills

announced $12.5 billion in

ed to

transactions during the fourth

— is

quarter of 2019, the strongest

The c

quarterly total in nearly two

value

years, according to PwC data,

Aon-Willis Towers Watson’s
$30 billion mega deal
The newly combined “powerhouse” will be a rival
for Marsh & McLennan, the sector’s top company by revenue.
By Amanda Schiavo

broke

big players in that space, it’s

“W

However, the annual total for

ers o

2019 was $19.9 billion, only

empl

51% of the record set in 2018.

hope

PwC expects steady M&A

can c

activity for 2020, driven by

says.

greater levels of deployable

asset

capital among private equity

toget

and corporate buyers.

some

Indeed, in January the

care

private equity firm Thomas

Th

H. Lee Partners acquired a

abou

majority stake in AmeriLife, a

came

life and health insurance and

possi

With the announcement of the $30 billion

tion of the business, volume and clients that

annuity distributor. That deal

weak

merger of Aon with Willis Towers Watson,

they leverage to receive better commissions

was worth over $1 billion, ac-

ter o

bigger continues to be better in the insur-

and overrides.

cording to PwC.

ance agent-broker marketplace.

“This industry trend toward consolidation

“T

“The industry will continue

solid

lends proof that the status quo and the inef-

to see a steady stream of

thing

dation over the last few years, with the latest

ficiencies in the current distribution model

consolidation,” says Derek

ques

transaction poised to create the world’s larg-

demand change, given the need to scale to

Winn, an adviser with Business

bring

est commercial insurance broker. M&A activ-

address falling margins,” says Le Phan, CEO

Benefits Group. “One of the

ity in the space has been driven primarily

of Strategic Benefits Solutions. “Hopefully it

issues for those firms that grow

place

by the expanded role of private-equity and

is a wake-up call to brokers and advisers to

primarily with M&A activity

more

other financial institution-backed buyers.

change their strategies to better address the

is that sustainable growth is

this,

evolving demands in our marketplace.”

harder to come by without

to alt

continued M&A activity.”

provi

The industry has seen an uptick in consoli-

The merger may result in concerns among
carriers as the second and third largest bro-

The combination of Aon and Willis Towers

“W

However, these changes can

kerages have combined to create one giant

Watson will be a formidable rival for Marsh

player, says Timothy Cunningham, managing

& McLennan, which had been the top name

create opportunities for the

Aman

director at Optis Partners.

in the sector in terms of revenue. The latest

market, Winn says.

Empl

One source of misgivings is the concentra-

deal comes one year after Marsh & McLen-

“We steadily acquire new

Emplo
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clients because they no longer see the
time and attention from their prior

e two

broker following consolidation,” he adds.

t’s

“For their clients, it may not be disrup-

o see

tive at first, but give it time. Will the

lly

bottom 50% of Willis’s book receive the

ally

same attention they saw under a firm

ays

that’s now twice the size? Similarly, what

ee

about Aon’s bottom 50%? Time will tell,

th

but we’ll be ready in our market.”
The all-stock deal between Aon and
Wills Towers Watson — which is expected to close in the first half of next year

urth

— is the largest ever for the industry.

est

The companies have a combined equity

o

value of $80 billion.

ata,

for

“When you combine two mega powers of consulting and insurance in the
employee benefits space, you would

018.

hope that something really innovative

&A

can come out of this merger,” Wethall
says. “When two powerhouses put their

e

assets and their intellectual property

ity

together, it would be awesome to find

s

some kind of exciting solution in health-

Limeade reaches gender
parity goal, CEO says
Inclusion “is a sense of being known and valued for
bringing your whole self to work,” Limeade CEO says.
By Walden Siew

care on a going forward basis.”
The two companies had been in talks

Henry Albrecht, CEO of Limeade, says

“We help large employers improve

a

about a merger last year, but nothing

the employee experience technology

areas of well-being, employee engage-

e, a

came of those discussions then. It is

company has reached gender parity,

ment, and also diversity and inclusion,”

and

possible that with Willis Tower Watson’s

with an equal number of women and

he says, using technology that helps

eal

weak guidance for 2020, Aon saw a bet-

men on staff. Going forward, the firm

measure and improve individuals and

ac-

ter opportunity for a deal now.

will redouble its diversity and inclusion

teams’ business performance. “We’ve

efforts to spark greater innovation.

seen great correlations of employee

nue

solidation of the behemoths, yet one

“The industry continues to see con-

Albrecht, who founded the company

well-being and engagement and inclu-

thing remains true: clients continue to

in 2006, talked about the push for

sion to things like innovation, profit-

question the value these intermediaries

greater diversity at the top of the com-

ability, revenue per customer,” and other

bring to the table,” Phan says.

pany’s leadership team and board of

metrics including customer satisfaction

“With the volatility in the market-

directors, where the company recently

and employee retention.

grow

place, employers will continue to expect

added more women and international

y

more for their money,’’ she adds. “Given

representation.

is

this, perhaps carriers will be more open

t

to alternate distribution models that

culture right is just as important and

success, Limeade’s journey to reaching

provide more value to the employer.EBA

deserves as much attention as core

gender parity and changes to its board.

ness

e

w

Getting a company’s corporate

strategies like as corporate finances,

s can

e

ADOBE STOCK

oyd

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at

technology or cybersecurity, Albrecht

Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on

says. Achieving this goal should involve

Twitter @schiavoamanda.

not just HR, but all corporate leadership.
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In a wide-ranging interview, Albrecht
discussed why diversity and inclusion
initiatives are critical to a company’s

Who uses Limeade? What does your
typical client look like?
We sell to large employers. Two of
Continued on page 30
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Strategies
Continued from page 29

Building a remote force
in the age of coronavirus
Establishing a plan and communicating it clearly
is essential to transitioning employees to remote work.
By Alyssa Place

Henry Albrecht, CEO of Limeade, says employer
diversity leads to greater innovation.

the largest five airlines in the world are
customers of ours, and one of the top

The abrupt, overwhelming switch to re-

What are the necessary steps to

mote work due to coronavirus is in place

putting a remote work plan in place to

for countless employers.

mitigate confusion and fear?

But flipping the switch to remote

The No. 1 fear that we have here at

three technology companies in the world.

work is not always a simple transition,

Formstack is with managers: How will

We serve companies like ABB, which is a

says Miranda Nicholson, vice president

I manage my remote employees? And

large Swiss-Swedish global manufactur-

of human resources at Formstack, a

what we always go back to is you need

er; the state of Washington; Panasonic;

data management company. Formstack

to exhibit overcommunication. Things

Kohl’s; and other large enterprises.

has had 60% of its workforce working

that you would lean over and tell your

remotely since it was founded in 2006.

co-worker who’s sitting right next to

What is the business case for why
diversity and inclusion matter?

Nicholson shared how employers

Companies that have more diversity

can establish a plan and communicate

are six times more likely to be innovative.

effectively with their employees about

We know the importance of this. So we’re

remote work.

trying to experiment all the time with

In what ways are companies not

you, you now need to say in an instant
message or give them a call.
Create a plan for how you expect
people to behave.
What are work hours? What are the

different approaches, like doing job fairs

prepared to move to a remote work

expectations around when are you at

in places we’ve never done before. We’ve

environment?

your desk? When are you making calls?

changed the structure and approach to
our employee referral program.

They take for granted the amount
of communication, both verbal and

Do you have a dedicated workspace?
Make a plan for what the ideal state

nonverbal, that happens when you’re

of remote work looks like at your orga-

have to make sure it’s not just about

co-located. People have to be very

nization. Address any gaps that may

recruitment and adding diverse talent.

intentional about how and when they

exist, whether that be through policy

It’s about understanding what the experi-

communicate in a remote environment.

or process and then communicate that

Then, most importantly of all is you

ence is like when there is inclusion as part

The other thing that companies

in an open forum to your employees
and ask for feedback.

of the culture. And that’s where we use

should be mindful of are communica-

both our own support from leadership

tion tools. So do you have an internal

and our own technology to nudge people

instant messaging system? Do you

date. For example, we’re going to do

toward little micro habits. One example

solely rely on email? Are phone num-

this as long as the virus is prevalent

at Limeade is where we randomly con-

bers published and do employees have

and our employees have concerns

nect you with someone from a different

access to the people that they need to

about it. Or, we’re going to try this for

group and a different background to

get their jobs done? So I think putting

a period of 120 days and see what

drive innovation. EBA

some really strong best practices in

happens. And if it’s working for us,

place for communication when turning

great. And if it’s not, then we’ll turn it

the remote switch on is definitely Step 1.

back off. EBA

Walden Siew is editor-in-chief of Employee

Then, have a beginning and end

Benefit Adviser and Employee Benefit News.
Follow him on Twitter at @waldensiew.

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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Technology
Letter discussed the role of
technology in bringing better
sleep to employees and why
sleep benefits are good for
business.
How is sleep deprivation affecting work performance?
We spend a third of our
lives hopefully sleeping, and
it’s foundational to our overall
health. But we live in a 24/7
society, and we’re constantly
connected. We have our smart
PEOPLEIMAGES/GETTY

phones by our side constantly.
We have computers where
they shouldn’t be in our beds.
That really has an impact on

SleepCharge brings ‘virtual
sleep clinic’ to work
Remote care for sleep disorders can increase productivity
and lower healthcare costs.

our performance.

“If you’re sleeping,
you’re healthier. We’ve
seen dramatic changes
in people’s physiology
because they’re sleeping
well,” says John Letter,
president of SleepCharge.
Statistically, people who
have poor sleep or had even

By Alyssa Place

one poor night of sleep are
Poor sleep is a pervasive and damaging prob-

blood pressure, Type 2 diabetes and mental

50% less productive. They’re

lem for the majority of the population: 70%

health issues.

almost three times more likely
to have a workplace accident.

of Americans report getting insufficient sleep

“Ninety percent of people we treat find

and 50 million people have been diagnosed

healthy sleep, and there is an impact on their

And poor sleep has such an

with 80 different sleep disorders, according to

overall healthcare costs,” says Letter, noting

impact across your overall

the American Sleep Association.

that their clients have seen up to 25% savings

health and well-being. Your

in healthcare costs. “If you’re sleeping, you’re

state of mind, how you’re

productivity and driving up healthcare costs,

healthier. We’ve seen dramatic changes in

working, whether you’re on

says John Letter, president of SleepCharge, a

people’s physiology because they’re sleeping

or off, your mood, how you

benefit platform by Nox Health. The plat-

well.”

deal with stress — all of those

Our struggle for quality sleep is affecting

form diagnoses and provides treatment for

The SleepCharge platform works as a “vir-

things have a tremendous

sleep issues and disorders. Sleep apnea, for

tual sleep clinic,” Letter says, and provides a

impact on people’s healthcare.

example, affects 26% of the population and

full spectrum of care. Utilizing technology is

People with sleep disorders are

costs Americans $165 billion per year in costs

crucial to making sleep treatment easy, ac-

two to four times more expen-

associated with lost productivity and risks

cessible and long-lasting, putting it directly

sive than the average health

associated with the disorder, including high

in the hands of the consumer, he says.

plan member. EBA

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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Technology
rise in popularity has been
slightly stronger, growing by
286% over the past three years
compared to UltiPro’s 226%
growth,” she says.
Stellar records from those
companies reinforces HR leaders’ search for ways to automate time-intensive work and
increase efficiencies, Johnson
says. “Both tools offer a suite of
services that allow HR leaders to streamline processes
onboarding to payroll and
benefits,” she says.
GETTY

M&A activity is also a factor in the rise of certain apps.

Workday again tops list
of most popular HR apps

She cites UltiPro growth as an

HR claims three of top 10 overall apps, while BambooHR jumped
past UltiPro on the list of HR tools with the most customers.

include SAP SuccessFactors,

example, noting that parent
company Ultimate Software
acquired PeopleDoc in 2018.
Other popular HR apps
rounding out the top 10 list
Namely, Culture Amp, Reflektive, iCIMS, 15Five and Halogen.
Culture Amp and 15Five made

By Bruce Shutan

their debut on the Businesses

ADOBE STOCK

for everything from hiring and

B
ex

Acq
from

By Ev

@ Work list, both focused on
Workday remains the most popular HR app

capital management field. “Workday offers

improving employee review

Bette

in the number of customer deployments, ac-

its customers a one-stop-shop for business

processes.

perfo

cording to the sixth Businesses @ Work report,

planning, financial management, and HCM,”

based on data from 7,400 Okta customers.

Johnson says. “The convenience of being able

spectrum, WageWorks and Ze-

provi

The HR category is also growing relative

to access all these resources from a single

nefits dropped off in popularity.

ment

to others in the app marketplace, the annual

system makes the app sticky for organiza-

research suggests. Kristina Johnson, chief

tions.”

people officer of Okta, notes that for the first

There’s also a competitive race for HR us-

On the other end of the

Another theme was the rise

phen

Hy

of best-in-breed solutions, with

into t

many companies double-dip-

the p

time three of the top 10 apps by number of

ers in the next tier of popularity. One notable

ping on workplace apps. “While

phen

users were HR-related, with Workday second,

developments was that BambooHR jumped

some teams might prefer going

empl

SAP SuccessFactors in eighth place, and Cor-

ahead of UltiPro this year on the list of most

all-in on software suites, at the

its AI

nerstone OnDemand in ninth.

popular HR tools as measured by the number

end of the day functionality

feedb

of customers using these apps, Johnson says.

and employee needs are driv-

datio

“Both BambooHR and UltiPro have shown

ing purchasing decisions,” she

“L

Workday, which was founded in 2005, has
been listed for years in the Businesses @ Work
report and has been a leader in the human

impressive growth over time, but BambooHR’s

says. EBA

capa

Bruce Shutan is an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer in Portland, Oregon.
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Technology
ployee experience data into

y

a single action platform for

ears

managers.”

%

Hyphen’s employee listening, survey and polling

se

capabilities improve Better-

ead-

work’s workforce data. The

o-

data can be used to inform,

and

transform and simplify other

on

critical business and talent

te of

processes. It also empowers

-

managers and HR leaders to
make data-driven decisions
about employees, careers and

and

an

nt

e

8.

s,

ek-

ogen.

ade

es

ADOBE STOCK

c-

ps.

compensation, and address
bias that may occur.

Betterworks buys Hyphen,
extending its HR portfolio
Acquisition allows firm to provide employers with feedback
from employees to improve retention and engagement.
By Evelina Nedlund

on

w

Betterworks, an enterprise software for

says Doug Dennerline, CEO of Betterworks,

performance management, has acquired Hy-

based in Redwood City, California.

phen, a San Francisco-based company that
Ze-

arity.

rise

Employers adopting Betterworks Engage

provides an employee listening and engage-

will be able to continuously get employee

ment platform.

feedback from pre-hiring to retirement and

Hyphen’s employees and brand will fold

with

into the Betterworks brand, which will sell

ip-

the product as Betterworks Engage. Hy-

“It’s important to create
benchmarks, identify and
prioritize initiatives that
improve results,” says
Doug Dennerline, CEO of
Betterworks.
Building a culture of fre-

turn those insights into goals and track

quent, transparent feedback

improvement.

can help employers to better

“Feedback is one of the most important

retain top talent and drive

phen helps employers collect feedback from

parts of performance management, so com-

continuous data-driven busi-

oing

employees through surveys and polls, and

panies want and need these systems to work

ness improvement, says Arn-

the

While

its AI analytics tool converts unstructured

together,” says Josh Bersin, global industry

aud Grunwald, CEO of Hyphen

y

feedback into data and provides recommen-

analyst and a Betterworks board observer.

and now chief strategy officer

riv-

dations.

she

“Listening to your employees is a critical
capability to being a successful company,”

Bersin went on to say that the acquisition follows a market trend of “linking goal
setting, conversations, surveys and em-

of engagement at Betterworks.
The terms of the acquisition
were not disclosed. EBA

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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OERB
OPEN ENROLLMENT READINESS BENCHMARK

Digital tools may not cur-

EMPLOYEE UNDERSTANDING OF BENEFITS
51%
44%

kers

rently be a popular educa-

are a

tion option, but employers do

cerns

appreciate them for their data

a new

acquisition properties.

smok

Survey findings indicate

gram

only a small percentage (14%)

prog

of employers don’t track

is the

benefits usage within their

stude

workforce. Employers rely

bene

heavily on participation rates

feren

(69%) and benefits data ana-

“T

lytics tools (41%) to determine

gene

the efficiency of their exist-

work

ing plans. Based on usage

same

numbers, employers believe

says.

they are successfully answer-

going

ing employees’ questions

sider

Better decisions in open
enrollment starts with data

about their benefits (84%) and

baby

clearly communicating their

gene

options (72%).

efits

A common grievance among respondents: “Getting data
from carriers.”

falling short in two areas: Cut-

can c

ting costs on benefit programs

empl

(46%) and providing custom

uniqu

benefit packages (46%). Data

plans

on benefits utilization and

decis

workforce demographics pro-

down

4%

0%
1: No
understanding

2-4: Low level of
understanding

5-7: Moderate level
of understanding

8-10: High level of
understanding

Source: Arizent Research

By Kayla Webster

However, despite high rates

me m

of utilization and comprehen-

good

sion, employers feel they’re

W

Data continues to underpin the roadmap for

level of understanding.” Only a small number

vides employers with insight

appe

employers’ overall benefit strategies, accord-

(4%) of employers feel their employees

on whether or not programs

cessi

ing to Employee Benefit Adviser’s Open Enroll-

have a “low level of understanding” and no

are being used by their work-

“wha

ment Readiness Benchmark survey.

employers say their workers have “no under-

force.

part

The quarterly OERB asks employers about
their experiences during various phases of

standing” of their benefits.
But employers seem conflicted about the

Michelle Jukoski, senior

comm

vice president and national

respo

riers.

open enrollment — planning, design, prep,

best method for educating employees about

technology practice leader at

management and analysis — to help advis-

their benefits during open enrollment. A

Hub International, says “it’s

ers understand the issues impacting their

little more than half (52%) report they didn’t

important for brokers to work

accu

clients, so they can better serve them.

provide any “decision support tools” to help

with employers to understand

vend

employees choose their benefits based on

the demographics of their

delay

their specific situation.

workforce so they can tailor a

resul

Employers believe they’re succeeding in
communicating their benefit offerings to
their workforce during open enrollment. In

Those that did supply support tools favor

total, 44% of survey respondents report their

“non-AI-based decision support tools” (32%),

employees have a “high level of understand-

like call centers, over the “AI-based tools”

ing,” and 51% say they have a “moderate

(19%) found on some benefit platforms.

benefits strategy to meet their
needs.”

On

Em

matio

Jukoski recommends bro-

Kayla
Sponsored by:
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OERB

ur-

kers analyze benefits data to see if there

plains, “We rely heavily on our benefits

their benefits data in preparation for the

-

are any common health or lifestyle con-

consultants to provide high-level data

following season. In other words, they’re

do

cerns their client can address through

based on claims trends.” Jukoski says

right on schedule. They are, however,

data

a new benefit. Weight management,

the most competitive brokers will ensure

experiencing challenges with “getting

smoking cessation and diabetes pro-

their clients have access to this informa-

employee feedback” to inform their

grams are popular health and wellness

tion throughout the various stages of

plan decisions going forward. Brokers

programs. But another important factor

open enrollment.

can address this hurdle by directing

e

4%)

employers to platforms that simplify

is the average age of the workforce;

tes

na-

mine

-

student loan repayment and retirement

By the numbers

and reward workers for rating their open

benefits are generally prioritized by dif-

As of Q4 2019, open enrollment

enrollment experience.

scores for employers with a Q1 benefits

ferent generations.
“This is the first time we’ve had five

start date show employers are already

The overall score for benefit plan
design (56) is fairly high, suggesting employers are mostly

generations in the
workforce at the

DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS OFFERED AND TYPE

happy with their

same time,” Jukoski

current offerings,

e

says. “Needs are

but there may be

er-

going to vary con-

and

eir

52%

No

room for changes.

siderably between

Retirement plans

baby boomers and

are the most

generation z; ben-

likely to remain

efits that work for

Yes, non-AI-based
decision support tools

unchanged in 2020

32%

since they received

ates

me may not be a

en-

good fit for you.”

the highest score

While data

(68) of all activi-

e

Cut-

can certainly help

ams

employers design

m

unique benefit

ata

plans and make
decisions to cut

Yes, AI-based
decision support tools

ties in the benefit

19%

design phase.
Given their lower
employer scores,

Source: Arizent Research

voluntary benefits
(49) and wellness

pro-

down on costs, it

ht

appears they’re having trouble ac-

gearing up for the next benefits season,

plans (50) have the most potential to

cessing that information. When asked

with a composite score of 43.

change in 2020. Meaning the impending

ms

rk-

“what has been the most challenging

Having just completed the 2019 ben-

benefit season will be another opportu-

part about tracking benefit usage?” a

efits enrollment period, it’s reasonable

nity for brokers to introduce new and in-

common grievance among OERB survey

that scores are low for the open enroll-

novative lifestyle benefits to help clients

al

respondents is “getting data from car-

ment preparation (33) and manage-

stand out in the war for talent.

r at

riers.”

ment (30) phases of the upcoming 2020

s

One professional notes, “Getting

enrollment season.

To arrive at these scores, the OERB
tracks 20 open enrollment activities
and asks employers to submit self-

ork

accurate and timely reports from our

But that doesn’t mean employ-

and

vendors. Much of the data has been

ers aren’t looking toward the future.

assessments of their progress in each

delayed and we still have not seen the

Moderate scores for the phases benefit

category. Responses range from no

results of open enrollment.”

plan design (56) and open enrollment

progress, which is attributed a score

analysis and follow-up (52) show em-

of 0, to completed, equaling a score of

ployers are already starting to analyze

100. EBA

or a

heir

Employers are hungry for this information as one survey respondent ex-

oKayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.
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